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Dekker, Rene: bedroom 107
de Lucchi, Michele, & Fassina, Giancarlo
floor lamps 11, 15
wall lamp 105, 113, 127
Denton Corker Marshall Architects
bathroom 77
kitchen 37
De Pas, Gionatan, D’Urbino, Donato, & Lomezzi, Paolo
chairs 16, 126
sofa 10
Deplano, Anna: table 103
Design Group Italia: bar stool 65
desks 122, 123, 124, 131, 137; see also
too kable works
Dessecker, Bernhard, & Maurer, Ingo:
floor lamp 32, 136
Dillon, Jane, & Grieves, Tom: outdoor
chair 148
dimmer switches 8, 9, 34, 35
Ditzel, Nanna & Jørgen: chairs 31, 60
Dixon, Tom
chairs 24, 41
floor lamp 31
screen 118
door handles/knobs 81, 89, 95, 107
Dordoni, Rodolfo
pendant lamp 73
sofa 37
see also Cappellini, Giulio
DSP Architects: bedroom 109
Durat
bath 78
bench 110
stool 138
storage 98
Duravit: basins 83, 84, 86
Dye, Robert: bedroom 121
Eames, Charles & Ray
chairs 11, 25, 38, 61, 125, 126, 129, 137
hanging system 106
lounge armchair 129
lounge chairs and ottoman 21, 27
side table 121
stools 138
Edra: chairs 31
Edra, George, & Elphick Room
Architects: living room 17
Elson (Harry) Architect: bedroom 103
Emal Progetti
beds 102, 104
storage 130
table 29
Emeco: chair 60
Empire Design: Zen table 17
Emrys-Roberts, Peter
dining table 36
outdoor seating 142
Emrys-Roberts, Peter, & Harvey,
Christine: chair and footstool 20
Ercolani, Lucian R.: chairs 38, 62
Eriksson, Thomas: rug 13
Erln, Morten see Jensen, Anne Mette
F
Farrell, Sir Terry 105
Fassina, Giancarlo see de Lucchi, Michele
Fattorini, Bruno: bed 102
Fattorini, Bruno & Studio MDF: table 41
Featherstone Associates: living room 31
Featherstone Associates & Dominie Ash:
dining area 47
Feeny McAllindie Architects: living room
11
Ferrieri, Anna Castelli: storage 130
fireplaces 8, 13, 17, 22, 23, 27, 29, 33, 37,
71
floor coverings
cork tiles 21, 95
see also carpets; rugs
flooring
Afzelia wood 129
American oak 109, 137
ash 41, 47, 61
blue limestone 55, 83
cement 17, 37, 59, 77
Cumbrian stone 85
ehim 31
fir 119
leather (for stair treads) 135
limestone 55, 83, 91, 97
maple 73
marble 99
MDF 43
merbau hardwood 27
oak 15, 33, 39, 45, 49, 65, 69, 71, 133,
135
painteds boards 19, 63, 121
parquet 23, 39, 133
pebble 31
pine 19, 57, 63, 121, 131
quarry tiles 125
sandstone 79
teak boards 25, 85, 87
tiled 89, 117, 125
Flos: pendant lamps 69
Focus Belysning: spot lights 23
Foersom & Hiort-Lorenzen: armchair 14
footstools 20
Form Design Architecture: bathroom 91
Foster, Norman/Foster & Partners
basin 82
work table 124
Fox Linton Associates: bathroom 99
Frank, Josef: rug 19
Franke
kitchen sink 68
kitchen tap 70
Frattini, Gianfranco: occasional tables 26
G
gardens 140, 141
benches 142
chairs 146, 147, 148, 149
lighting 140, 147, 149
loungers 143, 150, 151
paving 143, 147
sheds 140, 151
tables 144, 145, 147
water features 140, 141, 143
Gatti, Piero, Pacolini, Cesare, & Teodoro,
Franco: occasional chair 24
Gautier: wardrobe system 106
Gaze, Christian: outdoor bench 142
Gaze Burvill: outdoor loungers 150
Gehry, Frank O.
chair 24
outdoor table 144
Giovannini, Stefano
bar stools 43, 64, 71
basins 82
bath 80
bathroom accessories 94
storage 98
taps 90
glass wall/window 133
Goldman, Paul: chair 38
Goodwin, David: kitchen sink 68
Gort-Barten, Max: toaster 69
Graumans, Rodi: pendant lamp 112
Gray, Eileen
daybed 120
floor lamps 108, 136
table 26
Gretsch-Unitas: glass wall/window 133
Grieves, Tom see Dillon, Jane
Grohe
showers 92
taps 70, 88
Groupe l’Arche: bathroom 87
Grut Partnership: home office 127
H
Haberi, Alfredo
rug 39
sideboard 48
Haberi, Alfredo, & Marchand, Christophe
armchair 16
sofa 12
Hackbarth, Andreas see Rams, Dieter
handles
kitchen units 41, 52, 57, 71
see also door handles/knobs
Hansa: taps 88
Harls, Eddie: chair 46
Haroma Partners: work space 139
Harrison, Henry: fireplaces 22
Harvey, Christine see Emrys-Roberts, Peter
Hein, Piet, & Mathisson, Bruno: table 11
Heine (Tony) Design: dining area 49
Hendriks, Wilfried, & Stals, Steven:
out door chair 148
Henningsen, Poul
pendant lamps 30, 72
table lamps 49
Hilton, Matthew
armchairs 14
bed 121
bench 110
bathroom accessories 94
mirror cabinet 98
Kim, S. Sook see Lissoni, Piero
Kindt-Larsen, Tove & Edv: table lamp 116
K
Kaldeweih: baths 76, 80
Kapoor, Anish: table lamp 13
Karlsson, Arne: rocking horse 51
Kerr (John) Associates: bedroom 115
Keuco
bathroom accessories 94
mirror cabinet 98
Hyacinth: outdoor daybed 148
Ikea: pendant lamps 41
Imbert, Dominique
stove 22
suspended fireplace 23
Inui, Saburo: chair 42
Ire Design Group: sofa 51
Irvin, James
armchairs and ottomans 43
sofa 43
J
Jacobsen, Arne
chairs 14, 15, 20, 42, 43, 46, 71, 126
desk lamp 134
desks 125, 136, 137
floor lamp 32
garden bench 142
sofas 12, 15
taps 49, 69, 70, 71, 77, 89, 97
Jabsen, Hans Sandgren: screen 118
Jensen, Anne Mette, & Ernst, Morten:
stool 138
Jetmaster Universal fireplace 17
Johansson, Börje: bar stool 64
Johansson, Team: chair 128
Jørgensen, Erik: sofa 19
chair 37, 45
K
Kalmar: bathrooms 76, 80, 84, 86
Kindt-Larsen, Tove & Edv: table lamp 116
kitchen units 25, 37, 41, 43, 47, 49, 52, 54, 55, 56, 57, 59, 61, 63, 65, 67, 69, 71, 73
taps 70, 79, 83, 88, 91, 99
SieMatic: kitchen units 56
Silvestrin, Claudio: bath 79
Simmons, Phil: bathroom 85
Sinks, kitchen 52, 57, 61, 66, 67, 73
Smeg
kitchen appliances 59
kitchen sink 66
tap 70
Smith-Miller + Hawkins Architects: living room 15
soap dish 94
Sodeau, Michael
bed 102
floorlamp 39
sofas 8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21, 23, 25, 26, 27, 29, 33, 37, 40, 43, 51
Sottini
shower 92
taps 88, 89
sound systems/speakers 13, 57, 65, 91, 140
Spehl, Rainer: home office 131
spot lights 23
Stahl (Magnus) Architect: attic living
room 23
Stals, Steven: window blinds, Wilfried
Starck, Philippe
bar stools 64
basins 82, 84, 86, 91
bathroom accessories 94
basins 78, 80
chairs 42, 60, 62, 63, 147
desk lamps 134
floorlamp 103
outdoor seating 142, 148
outdoor table 144
pendant lamp 50
shower 93
sofa 12
stools 111, 138
table lamps 28, 103, 116
taps 87, 88, 90, 115
wall lamps 114, 115
Steinberg, Bo: sideboard 48
stools 21, 93, 111, 119, 138, 139, 143
see also bar stools
Terry (Herbert) & Sons: desk lamp 134
Thonet, Michael
dining chair 38
easy chair with footstool 20
outdoor chair 146
tiles
cork (floor) 21, 95
floor 81, 91, 125
mirror 47
wall 61, 65, 79, 81, 85, 93, 117
timber cladding see cladding, wood
Tindale, Helen: garden dining area 147
toaster 69
Tonkin Architects: kitchen 63
Tonon, Benedikt: wall lamp 114
towel rails and hooks 79, 85, 93, 94;
see also radiators
tumber holders 93, 94
Tye, Alan: kitchen unit handles 71

T tables
bedroom 103, 105, 121
bench 27
coffee 8, 11, 13, 17, 23, 29, 33, 37
dining 11, 15, 19, 25, 29, 34, 35, 36, 39, 40, 41, 43, 44, 45, 47, 49, 51, 71, 135; see also tables, kitchen
glass-top 61
kitchen 55, 58, 59, 61, 63
occasional 26
outdoor 140, 143, 144, 147
side 8, 27, 121
television 109
tray 21
work 124, 127, 133, 139
Zen 17
Takada, Hiroki
chair 110
floorlamp 108
Tanzo, Pepe: bed 104
taps
bathroom 74, 79, 80, 81, 83, 85, 88, 89, 90, 95, 97, 99, 115, 117;
see also basins
kitchen 55, 57, 61, 66, 67, 68, 69, 70, 71
Target Living: bedroom 105
tea trolley 15
television, flat screen 33
television table 109
Teodoros, Franco see Gatti, Piero
Terragni, Giuseppe: chair 46

U tables
bedroom 106
office 130, 132, 137, 139; see also
shelving
see also cabinets; cupboards;
wardrobes
stoves 15, 22, 51
Strandberg, Kina & Lundgren, Marie: garden lighting 143
Studio Karios: kitchen unit 54
Stumpf, Bill see Chadwick, Don
Sundling, Cissa: paving bricks 143
Superstudio: outdoor table 144
System 180: office systems 124, 132
Teodoro, Franco see Gatti, Piero